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JUSTICE FOR ALL 
 

Mark Lanier* 
 

It is a great privilege to give a lecture in honor of General and Dean 
Walter Huffman. He has thanked Becky and me for this beautiful building 
we are in, but the building should have his name on it. As I have repeatedly 
told him, “You were the one who raised money for this thing.” If Becky and 
I had not had the chance to be a part of this edifice, Dean Huffman would 
have raised every penny necessary from other people; so, thank you, Dean 
Huffman! 

I suspect everybody in here, at some point in their lives, committed to 
memory the Pledge of Allegiance. “I pledge allegiance to the flag of the 
United States of America and to the Republic for which it stands, one nation 
under God, indivisible, with liberty and justice for all.”1 

Those last three words of our Pledge of Allegiance, memorized by 
countless American citizens and children all across this country for decades, 
resound with a concept of “justice for all”—a concept that is not found in 
many areas of the world.2 It is a concept that does not necessarily have strong 
historical roots, at least not in Roman civilization. To the extent that Roman 
civilization is the civilization of the West, we need to be aware that Roman 
law did not believe in justice for all. Roman law did not believe in justice for 
non-citizens.3 Even within the realm of citizenship under Roman law, there 
were degrees of justice.4 You were not allowed to pursue justice outside of 
your class or the classes below you.5 If someone wronged me and that person 
was a higher class citizen than me, I could not seek justice in the court 
system.6 Under Roman law, it would be contemptable and criminal if I came 
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into an event, like this or a sporting event, and I took a seat that was assigned 
to someone of a higher legal social standing.7 

But, the American system of justice for all was not something that was 
dreamed up by our Forefathers. Equal justice was something that they 
borrowed from the British court system, although they knew that the British 
court system lacked in actually delivering on that promise.8 But the British 
court system of justice for all was based upon a concept that found its roots 
in Judaism, not in the Roman courts.9 

Five or six hundred years before the current era—commonly measured 
in Western Civilization by the birth of Jesus—there was an Old Testament 
prophet named Micah.10 In the sixth chapter of his book, the eighth verse, he 
asked this question: “[W]hat does the Lord require of you. . .”?11 And then 
he provides a three-part answer. The very first part of that answer is to “do 
justice.”12 This is Micah’s plea to a society that had reached a point where 
justice was not available for all,13 but Micah did not dream this up any more 
than our Forefathers did. 

The roots of this go back to a very early law school book. It is a book 
that in Hebrew is called the Torah.14 Torah, translated from Hebrew, means 
“law.”15 And one of the earliest law school classes in history took place in 
the wilderness, on the side of Mount Sinai when God spoke the Torah to 
Moses.16 

He taught Moses the law for Israel.17 And in teaching that law, one of 
the books of the law—we call it Deuteronomy—God gave instructions to the 
judges that would judge the Israelites’ court system.18 These were 
instructions for those judges, and they are no less applicable to judges and 
litigants three thousand two hundred years later: “[J]udge righteously 
between a man and his brother or the alien who is with him.”19 Most judges 
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might think the first admonition to “judge righteously between a man and his 
brother,”20 is obvious, but the next clause—and “the alien who is with him”—
might prove more difficult.21 “You shall not be partial in judgment. You shall 
hear the small and the great alike. You shall not be intimidated by 
anyone . . . .”22 That charge to Moses and Israel underlies the Pledge of 
Allegiance that an American citizen makes. That is the charge that undergirds 
the constitutional concepts that we all hold dear. This is why the Declaration 
of Independence affirms that all people are created equal and are endowed 
with certain unalienable rights.23 That is also the sacred trust that we, as 
lawyers in the court system, are obligated to discharge. 

I am going to suggest to you, in the time that I have, three different ways 
we can best discharge the obligation: Justice for all. My three suggestions are 
through diligence,24 hard work,25 and strong ethics.26 

First, diligence. As a lawyer, I have found that there are the small, 
everyday cases that mean the world to individuals. When Houston was 
inundated with a flood last year, it destroyed hundreds of thousands of 
people’s homes.27 Out of the wreckage that was left, innumerable people 
hawked their skills under the guise of being contractors, when in truth they 
were little more than opportunists.28 One family in particular did not have 
insurance money yet to cover the work that needed to be done on their 
house.29 But they found a “contractor” who seemed to sing a pretty song.30 
He promised that, for just one thousand dollars, he would get to work on their 
home and secure it so that the mold and the mildew did not make it 
uninhabitable forever.31 
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This couple scraped together the thousand dollars and paid the 
contractor. But he never seemed to show up for the job.32 When he did show 
up, he never seemed to get anything done.33 The couple took their concern 
about the contractor to the police and said, “Help! This contractor is not 
showing up! Yet he took our thousand dollars.”34 The police said, “There is 
nothing we can do about it. Go to small claims court and try to get your 
thousand dollars back.”35 

The couple went to the small claims court, and they pleaded, “We are 
filing to get our thousand dollars back.”36 The contractor had a family 
member or some close friend who was a lawyer, who then answered the small 
claims case and, in an overt act of legal bullying, filed a counterclaim, saying, 
“They owe another ten thousand dollars because we actually did do some 
work that exceeded the one thousand dollars paid.”37 This couple approached 
me at church. They did not know what to do. Their court date was in a matter 
of days. I told them, “Do not worry. I have some of the best lawyers in the 
world that work at my firm, and I am sure we will have someone who can 
help you.” I knew I had at least a dozen from the Texas Tech University 
School of Law. 

One of my lawyers is a young lady named Monica Cooper.38 I asked 
Ms. Cooper if she could help this family out, and she took it on with diligence 
that would make you proud. She went in and tried that case like it was for 
$50 million. She ripped the heart out of the defendant through 
cross-examination.39 She argued to the jury with fervor.40 The jury returned 
a verdict in favor of this couple who was facing insolvency had they lost the 
counterclaim.41 That is diligence on a small scale. And it is justice for all. It 
is not justice that can be bought. I want to urge everybody who is a practicing 
lawyer to recognize that there comes a point where time is your most precious 
commodity. But if we do not donate some portion of our time, then shame on 
us. Justice for all requires diligence, which is not always good for the bottom 
line in terms of profit. 

My second diligence story comes from the other end of the spectrum. I 
have twenty-two women who are suffering from ovarian cancer.42 Ovarian 
cancer, in the stage it is typically caught, has a 25% survival rate of five 
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years.43 Three out of four die. These women used Johnson & Johnson’s baby 
powder extensively.44 Johnson & Johnson’s baby powder was used, not just 
in a genital application, but throughout their entire bodies on a daily basis for 
years.45 These women came to me with this ovarian cancer, and the issue was 
whether the talcum powder caused ovarian cancer.46 I found studies that go 
both ways.47 But through diligence and hard work we uncovered a truth: Talc 
mines are laced with asbestos.48 Asbestos is a Class I carcinogen by IARC 
(International Association for the Research of Cancer), the branch of the 
World Health Organization that is the authority on the many causes of 
cancer.49 IARC says, beyond any medical and scientific question, that 
asbestos causes ovarian cancer.50 So, I was concerned that the Johnson & 
Johnson baby powder had asbestos in it. There were lawyers who told us, 
“You are wasting your time. Johnson & Johnson has told us that they have 
not had asbestos in their baby powder since the early 1970s.” My response 
was, “And you believed them?” Instead, we should learn from Ronald 
Reagan: If we are going to trust, we should at least verify.51 

We began trying to find old and new containers of Johnson & Johnson’s 
baby powder to send off to a lab for testing. We found over and over that 
Johnson & Johnson’s talcum baby powder had asbestos in it.52 Furthermore, 
the company was aware of the fact that it had asbestos in it.53 As we dug 
through their documents, we discovered that as well. The company rigged 
their own tests because they knew the asbestos was present in such a small 
amount that they could generally test around it. Unfortunately, asbestos in 
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these small—yet toxic—quantities could be present but not seen.54 It is too 
small to be seen.55 You would not notice it in this room. You would not smell 
it.56 It would not make you sneeze.57 It would not make your eyes water.58 It 
would not be caught by your nose hairs.59 Some of the most damaging pieces 
are microns in size.60 It is the size of DNA strands.61 Consider, in that light, 
the need to test talc to determine if this very small pollutant cancer-causer 
lurks within it. What the company did was set its standard for testing on a 
scale that was not sensitive enough to pick up the asbestos.62 If the asbestos 
is .05%, they set their scale at .1%. It is akin to taking a bathroom scale that 
gives you a digital readout of 0.0 pounds, taking a needle, and putting it on 
the scale. And then, seeing that the scale still says 0.0 pounds, you say that 
there is no needle on that scale. Something, I might add, I did in front of the 
jury on cross-examination of their expert.63 I then said, “Maybe it’s just not 
heavy enough. Maybe we need two needles.”64 So I put on two, three, five, 
the whole box of needles on the bathroom scale.65 It still showed 0.0.66 So I 
took a pen out of my pocket.67 I added that.68 It was still 0.0.69 I added a 
highlighter.70 I added another pen.71 I took my glasses off and put them on 
the scale.72 At that point, I had a good pile of things on the scale, but it was 
still 0.0 pounds.73 The scale was not sensitive enough to pick it up. 

In the 1970s, the company knew that there was another, more sensitive 
method of testing for asbestos and the company asked, should we be doing 
this new, pre-concentration testing method?74 The corporate reply was, “No. 
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It’s too sensitive. We tried it, and it shows tremolite (a kind of asbestos) in 
our product.”75 

They not only did not use it but they also distracted the FDA from 
considering it as an appropriate test.76 They asked other people to test their 
products so that they would have outside sources.77 They went to the 
Colorado School of Mines.78 The Colorado School of Mines said it was the 
essential test if you want to find the needle in the haystack (their illustration) 
that you use this pre-concentration method.79 The company was told that in 
1973.80 The company rejected the technique.81 

We were able to uncover a sordid tale that showed hundreds of positive 
findings of asbestos in the product that the company had disregarded, 
ignored, and papered over. It was rightly frustrating to the jury, who assessed 
not only actual damages for each of the twenty-two women but punitive 
damages as well for the abhorrent conduct.82 This is conduct that, of course, 
has affected—by Johnson & Johnson’s estimate—over 200 million 
Americans.83 This powder was used on that many American babies.84 The 
asbestos dust cloud remains in the air, not visible, for six hours.85 Infants’ 
diapers are changed about every two hours,86 so it is basically a full-time 
exposure. Asbestos particles are so fine that when you inhale them, they go 
down into the alveolar clusters at the bottom of the lungs.87 These clusters 
are so thin and small that gasses can pass through them into the blood 
stream.88 And those fibers are able to pass through the walls, into the 
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interstitial fluids, and into the lymph nodes.89 And they go into the ovarian 
tissues.90 They go into the mesothelial tissues and cause mesothelioma.91 A 
number of our women had their cancerous tissues taken out, put under an 
electron microscope, and were able to find the specific varieties of asbestos—
along with the talc—in the tissues.92 It is a tragic case, but it is a case that will 
upend the world over the next five years. And it arrives from diligence and 
hard work. 

There is another aspect to diligence and hard work that I want to talk 
about. And that is—in the idea of justice for all—there is something that we 
can do beyond just helping out the individual cases, beyond looking for the 
things that can make a societal difference in terms of causes of action for 
specific clients. There are issues that cry out for us to be novel thinkers. I 
want to give you two examples. 

First, there is a national health crisis in America caused by opioid 
addiction and abuse.93 Legislatures have tried to deal with it, but they are not 
able to effectively.94 From my perspective, some drug companies have 
managed to persuade an entire generation of medical people that opioids, in 
some varieties, are nonaddictive and are appropriate for any kind of pain 
people may have.95 As a result, we have got to not only try to wean people 
from opioid addiction but we also have to try to re-educate the medical 
community about how to handle these problems and what the drugs really 
do. This is a monstrous problem that cries out for a solution, and so a number 
of law firms around the country—including mine—have opted to try and use 
the court system—justice for all—to try to bring some measure of justice and 
stop this societal problem.96 

I find it is like the mythological Hydra. Every time you chop off one 
head, two more grow out.97 Trying to corral this problem is taking some of 
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the top legal minds of our country because the companies can only settle if 
they find resolution.98 It does them no good to settle with the State of Texas 
if the settlement does not include the City of Dallas or the State of New 
Mexico. You have got to somehow incorporate all of the different plaintiffs 
and do this in a way where you are able to bring resolution with so many 
different defendants—the manufacturers, the distributors, the marketers.99 
You have lots of different defendants, lots of different kinds of plaintiffs—
states, cities, counties, third-party payors, various financial districts, 
hospitals.100 You have a massive group of plaintiffs against a massive group 
of defendants, and the only resolution that will work is one that is total.  

If you are a law student or a lawyer and you go back and read Federal 
Rule of Civil Procedure 23, you recognize that you must have a mandatory 
class or you do not have full resolution.101 But how do you get a mandatory 
class on something like this? The law was not set up to do it. 

It is taking, truly, some of the greatest legal minds of the country102 to 
focus on this because they are intent on trying to figure out how to bring 
justice for all: the cry of our legal system. That is the case that is ongoing 
right now. The MDL (multidistrict litigation) is in front of the most able 
jurists in our country, the honorable Judge Polster in Cleveland, Ohio.103 I 
have watched Judge Polster, who is ultra-sensitive to making sure that all 
sides of the story are properly presented in court, as he works overtime to 
find a way the courts can resolve a societal problem that likely should have 
been resolved through other avenues.104 Frankly, I do not know what the 
solution is going to be.105 You feel like those involved have a tiger by the tail, 
getting whipped around, along for the ride, and hoping not to get eaten. 

I want to give you another example that is nascent, one that is coming 
down the pike. There is another area of societal problems that a bunch of us, 
perhaps quixotic lawyers, who do not mind tilting at windmills, who do not 
mind dreaming the impossible dream, are pursuing. 
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Human trafficking is a horrible problem in our world and it is a horrible 
problem in our nation.106 Consider these startling statistics. According to the 
Department of Defense, human trafficking is the fastest growing crime in the 
world.107 It is a $99 billion industry, according to Equality Now, a research 
group focused on this issue.108 In America, there are 57,000 victims of human 
trafficking at any point in time—15,000 new victims being added each year, 
making billions of dollars on what is basically modern-day slavery.109 

The United Nations has estimated that 51% of the people who are 
victims of human trafficking are adult women.110 Twenty percent are young 
girls.111 If you do the math, that also means there are still a number that are 
men as well.112 A United Nations report also tells us that some of the 
traffickers—those who peddle in human life and human flesh—are women, 
as well as men.113 One in six runaways in America will become a victim of 
human trafficking.114 

The prosecution rates for this are very low.115 It is a difficult thing to 
prosecute because there is a general perception among most American jurors 
that if you are selling yourself as a prostitute or a pimp, you must be doing it 
voluntarily.116 Prosecutors are hesitant to prosecute because the cases are 
difficult to try and difficult to win. 

According to the Polaris Project, human trafficking in America has 
increased by 13% between 2016 and 2017.117 It is on the rise.118 If justice for 
all is to have bite, we lawyers need to figure out—through hard work—how 
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we can bring some measure of justice to this epidemic of human life trading. 
So, we are going for it. 

You might say, “Well who are you going to sue?” We have a list. There 
are certain truck stops that are notorious for human trafficking.119 Buzzwords 
are used, encouraging truckers to stop and take advantage.120 The truck 
driving population is a largely male population.121 They have sleeping 
compartments, typically attached within the truck itself, for long-haul 
trucking.122 They park in the parking lots of these truck stops because you are 
only allowed to drive a certain number of hours per day.123 And these truck 
stops are infamous for peddling flesh.124 Traffickers keep the girls, the boys, 
the men, and the women that they peddle at the truck stops for about two 
weeks before they rotate them to another truck stop for fresh faces on the 
return journeys.125 We believe that the truck stops know it is going on.126 
They think it is a good thing for them; it brings them business. 

Hotels and motels are famous camps for enslavement of these people 
who are kept under lock and key.127 You say, “Well, we are hearing this in 
Lubbock, Texas. We are surely not experiencing any of those problems in 
our area.” Wrong. There is not an American city with a highway that goes 
through it that is not experiencing this problem.128 I am from Houston, where 
the I-10 corridor is notorious for having some of the largest amounts of 
human trafficking.129 Consider the travesty of a fifteen-year-old girl who is 
told, “You need to generate $700 per night or you are going to be beaten up, 
deprived of food, and kept under lock and key.” 
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Read some of the cases where there have been prosecutions. One of the 
cases that came out of Oklahoma concerned a young girl, who at the age of 
thirteen, had run away from home.130 She got picked up on the street by a 
man and a woman.131 The man said, “Can we give you a ride?” She said, 
“Yes please.” They asked her, “Where are you going?” She said, “I have not 
figured out yet.” They asked, “Do you like to drink and smoke pot?”132 The 
thirteen-year-old said, “Yes.” They started getting her drunk and loaded on 
pot.133 She said, “Just take me into Oklahoma City itself and I’ll be fine.” 
They drove her a different way; they drove her to Amarillo, Texas, where 
they started using her as a sex slave to the truckers that drove through 
Amarillo.134 

The man was caught, prosecuted, found guilty, and sentenced to 120 
months in prison.135 But the man had entered into a plea bargain.136 As a result 
of the plea bargain, he argued that the sentence was too excessive for 
peddling and prostituting minors across state lines, which is what he pleaded 
guilty to.137 The appellate court agreed that was too excessive.138 They 
knocked his punishment back.139 

Something needs to be done, and this would be wonderful for lawyers 
to figure out. It may not be lucrative in the end. That is not the question. The 
question is justice for all. 

My third and final point: Ethics. We have to do what we do ethically. I 
see Dave Cummins, my ethics professor from Texas Tech University School 
of Law, on the third row. He was tough, he was good, and he taught us how 
important it is to pursue justice ethically. 

This was a difficult summer for me. The Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals 
wrote an opinion reversing a case of mine for two reasons.140 One reason was 
the judge had allowed some things into evidence, and the Fifth Circuit said 
the jury should not have known those things. Namely, the manufacturer of 
this hip product had bribed doctors and pled guilty to bribing doctors and 
foreign governments—including Saddam Hussein’s government—into using 
various products, including the hip devices in some cases and other devices 
and products in other cases.141 The Fifth Circuit said the company’s behavior 
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was so reprehensible that the prejudice outweighed the probative value, and 
the jury should not be entitled to hear it.142 

Additionally, there was a second reason for reversal. The panel reversed, 
saying that I had failed to properly inform the jury of an important issue, 
challenging my ethics in that trial as a lawyer.143 It is the harshest thing I have 
ever had written about me in my life. And it was written in such a way where 
I could not comfortably appeal that without also putting the retrial of my 
client’s case off for years. I am in a predicament of just living with the 
stinging opinion, with which I did not agree, or fighting it, potentially 
affecting my clients losing their right to a speedy re-trial.144 Recognizing that 
some of my clients were quite elderly and in frail health,145 I opted for the 
re-trial, which was scheduled to start a few months later.146 

But here are the facts, and I think they are informative. I think Professor 
Cummins would put them on an exam, perhaps, and I would be interested to 
see how you would all write the exam answer. This is a case that dealt with 
artificial hips.147 We had five plaintiffs.148 The jury found in favor of our five 
plaintiffs and awarded a large amount of money.149 During the trial, I, as the 
plaintiff, had to put on expert testimony about these hips being defective.150 
The hips involved a metal ball with a metal liner.151 My argument was a 
metal-on-metal hip is not a good thing, and the company knew it and they 
went for it anyway because they saw the bottom-line profits.152  

I put an expert on the stand: Dr. Bernard Morrey.153 Dr. Morrey is—in 
my opinion—one of the most outstanding orthopedic surgeons the world has 
ever produced. This is a man who truly was a rocket scientist before he went 
to medical school.154 He wrote the programs that were used to bring Apollo 
13 back to Earth.155 He was one of the leading orthopedic surgeons in the 
world, the President of the American Orthopedic Association, the head of 
Mayo Clinic’s orthopedic division, on the trustees for Mayo, the man behind 
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the Tommy-John elbow surgery that brought Tommy John back into the 
major leagues.156 This is the man who did President Bush’s hips.157 When 
President Bush needed someone to do his hip replacement, this was the 
man.158 Barbara Bush—this was the man.159 Billy Graham—this was the 
man.160 

I went to him and I said, “Would you testify for me please?”161 He said, 
“No, I do not do that.”162 I said, “Would you spend a day and educate me, at 
least?”163 He said, “Yes, I would do that.”164 He spent a day with me and he 
spent a day with Johnson & Johnson, the defendants.165 At the conclusion of 
my day, I said to him, “Can I pay you for today?”166 He said, “No.”167 I said, 
“Is there at least a charity or something you support? I will give some money 
to a charity.”168 He said, “You do whatever you want to do.”169 I said, “Well 
name a charity you like.”170 He said, “My elementary school, from 
50-some-odd years ago: Saint Rita’s in Fort Worth, Texas.”171 I said, “Okay. 
My wife and I are big fans of supporting Christian education, and we would 
be honored to.”172 Following this encounter, the same expert met for a day 
with defense counsel. 

Sometime later, we wrote a check for a day’s work for the expert—those 
experts were billing in those cases about $10,000 per day, so we wrote a 
check for $10,000 to the school.173 At that point, the man still refused to 
testify.174 
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Fast forward to trial. The defendants were trying to defend a test that 
they had done, one where they had committed fraud within the test and lied 
about the results, putting that lie out in front of the American Orthopaedic 
Association.175 The defense seemed to be, in part, “You know we did not do 
anything that bad, that is the way those things happen.”176 

I called Dr. Morrey on the phone and I said, “Dr. Morrey, here is what 
went down and here is the defense. Is that really the kind of stuff that goes 
on?”177 Dr. Morrey was appalled. He said, “Absolutely not. They said that?” 
And I said, “Yes.” Then he said, “They did that?” And I said, “Yes.” Finally, 
he said, “Well I will come tell everybody that that was wrong.” I said, “Great, 
thank you.” 

I told the court, “Your honor, I would like to bring in Dr. Morrey. He is 
not a retained expert.”178 A “retained expert” in litigation parlance means I 
hire him to testify. Importantly, a retained expert has to produce an expert 
report.179 I explained, “He is a non-retained expert medical doctor.”180 The 
other side had theirs as well,181 including doctors that they would have paid 
hundreds and thousands and millions of dollars to in various ways, means, 
and fashions. 

Within the framework of this, the court allowed Dr. Morrey to testify, 
something I had anticipated and told the doctor would likely take two hours 
of his time.182 Once the court indicated the doctor could testify, the other side 
decided to cross-examine him. In addition to that cross-examination, the 
defense asked for a chance to spend a day deposing him, with a chance to re-
call him to the stand. Ultimately, his testimony turned into three and a half 
days of his life,183 which, in doctor parlance, is brutal—especially a doctor 
like him. 

I put him on the stand.184 He was not charging us for testifying.185 I 
proved up that he was not.186 I would have had zero qualms paying him. This 
is a case where the anti-Dr. Morrey, Dr. Cato Lorenzen, who was hired by 
the defendants, got paid over $900,000.187 I had paid my other experts and 
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proved up that we paid them; it is just that Dr. Morrey would not take a dime 
for it.188 

We put him on the stand and he testified. His son was a treating doctor—
that is how we found out about him; his son took the stand and testified.189 
Unknown to me because I am part of a big committee assigned to this trial, 
his son, when he gave his deposition, charged the defendants $10,000 for his 
deposition time.190 The Plaintiffs Executive Committee (the committee) did 
not pay it, the defendants had.191 But I did not know that; I had not prepared 
him.192 I did not meet him until the day before he took the stand.193 

The bottom line is we won the case, and we realized that we had to try 
another one. I desperately wanted this doctor to testify again, but before I 
approached him, I approached the committee for the litigation. I explained 
that we needed the doctor to testify again, a point to which all on the 
committee agreed. This was an MDL with over a hundred lawyers working 
on the case. Five law firms comprised the executive committee. The 
committee determined that if we were going to have to try more of these 
cases, we would do best if we could get Dr. Morrey to testify. 

The committee was concerned, “How do we ask him to do it again when 
he was reticent before and the two hours he gave us turned into three and a 
half days?” So, the committee made a decision to try to offer him $35,000—
that is the three and a half days194—documented very carefully in a letter: 
“You said you would not take any money, we know that. But we are including 
a check. Please take it. It is the fair amount, based on what everybody else 
was making. And we would like you to do this again.”195 This letter was 
written by another lawyer; the check was paid by another lawyer out of the 
committee funds, but all with my vote as one of five. 

The doctor cashed the check, as did his son.196 The next case was ready 
for trial and, at this point in my mind, he is a retained expert because we had 
paid him. And I anticipated paying him again. So, I told the other side, “He 
is a retained expert. Here is what we paid him. Here is the check. Here is the 
letter. Here is how we did it. Here is why we did it. And, oh by the way, I had 
also given money to a private school.”197 Based upon that, the defendants 
filed a second appellate action to the Fifth Circuit, which was combined with 
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the first appeal still pending. The second action was based on claims that I 
had committed fraud on the jury and fraud on the court because I had 
orchestrated this scheme. The trial judge had already denied the motion for 
new trial on that basis, hence the appeal.198 

Of course, I had not. It was a committee decision, not my own. 
Furthermore, if I were going to orchestrate a scheme, I could orchestrate a 
much cleaner one. I could have said, “Hey, I will give you $35,000 just as a 
down payment on your next testimony,” instead of telling the truth: “This is 
three and a half days, this is what you did, please take the money.” 

Heavens, the committee could have done that easy. We are not that 
dumb. But this was a situation where we clearly, as Dave Cummins taught 
us, have to not only avoid impropriety but also the appearance of impropriety. 
We should have thought, “How could this look?” rather than simply 
documenting what was happening. 

Should the committee have done it differently? Absolutely. Because if 
what we are doing at its core is not ethically right and honest, then no matter 
how good the end is, it does not justify the means. Justice for all means we 
need to get there in a just way. 

“Just” comes from the Latin word “ius.”199 It is a Latin word—the Greek 
word is “dikē.”200 This conveys the idea of “justice” if we want to use the 
Latin root. If we want the Germanic root for the same thing, it is “right.”201 
“Right” is the Germanic English word for “just,” which derives from the 
Latin word.202 In similar linguistic manner, we can speak of “pork” and 
“swine.” Our language is not purely romance with Latin roots; it is not purely 
Germanic with Germanic roots.203 We have got recombinant DNA of 
those.204 So “just” and “right” are two words we have got in the English 
language for the same concept. But it is a concept that goes back thousands 
of years.205 And the challenge for us, through diligence, hard work, and good 
ethics, is to pursue justice for all and to pursue it in the same way as that old 
law school primer, Deuteronomy: “[R]ighteously between a man and his 
brother or the alien who is with him . . . not [] partial in judgment.”206 “[H]ear 
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the small and the great alike.”207 “You shall not be intimidated by 
anyone . . . .”208 

One of my mentors, Ernest Cannon, asked me, “Lanier, why do you 
continue to fight companies worth hundreds and billions of dollars? Do not 
pick fights with people like that.” I said, “Ernest, Justice for All.” 
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